Intersectionality is commonly used as an analytical tool to bring to light how various social divisions merge to produce a cohesive set of subordination practices, but not as often, how the concept can be used in the study of agency. Discussing politics of belonging through cases of urban justice movement in Sweden, the article focuses on intersectionality as a perspective interlinking different dimensions of power with agency; thus the aim is to analytically highlight the interconnection of agency with subordinating power dimensions, creating a basis for resistance. This is illustrated with examples on movements for social justice, opposing racism, sexism and class oppression. The article discusses their collective mobilization and claims for public voice. Using one activist's narrative about how the subjectivity denied to citizens can be recaptured; the author demonstrates how reflexive self-awareness becomes connected to politics of belonging, expressing how the personal becomes political.
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and the Panthers (Pantrarna) 2 in Gothenburg. They are concerned with segregation, social inequality and racism and focus on claims for civil and human rights, participatory democracy and renewal of disadvantaged suburban neighborhoods. They represent a grassroots mobilization that interconnects spatial with social (in-)justice and addresses issues of segregation, racism and welfare transformation (Schierup et al 2014) .
With similar goals, a spectacular initiative, FORIX, Förorternas Riksdag 3 (The Suburban Parliament), functioned, particularly during 2012, as a forum for critical debate and provided a scene for alternative suburban cultural expression. Let me begin with a few reflections on a cultural event "The suburb takes a stand against segregation" (Förorten tar ton mot segregation) organized by FORIX, which took place in January 2012 at the Orion Theatre in Stockholm. 4 Hundreds of young people filled the theater and well-known hip-hop artists expressed their perception of suburban life. The debate among hip-hop artists gave a good impression of what it is about. As one rap artist put it:
I think it is important that we as a minority population in Sweden are taking matters into our own hands when we are excluded from the political debate and not represented properly in parliament and at the national level. It is important that we ourselves create our own forum where we can express our own opinions and talk about issues that concern us and that are usually not addressed in the political agenda, or in the media and in political debate. (Carlito, 2012 ; Quotes 1-6 have been translated from Swedish into English by the
Here the experience of marginalization and the need for a voice of their own in public discourse are depicted. Building on this momentum, I shall, in the following, present one well-known member of the Megaphone, Rami Al-khamishi. In recording his narrative, I wish to emphasize the importance of developing an intersectional perspective focused on the agency, interconnectedness and situated knowledge rather than the stockpiling of subordinating dimensions of power.
The resistance of subordinated people; agency, interconnectedness and situated knowledge
Intersectionality is commonly used as an analytical tool to bring to light how various social divisions join together to produce a cohesive set of subordination practices but also, though not as often, how the concept can be used in the study of agency. In this latter meaning, Floya
Anthias points out that it is important not to focus on the intersection of different subordinating dimensions of power since there is a risk of construing individuals as belonging to fixed and permanent social groups. Instead, the focus should be on intersecting experiences among social actors, which bring forward active subjects and their mutual relationships. A similar perspective is used by Kum-Kum Bhavnani (et al. 2003: 11) , who proposes the concept of interconnection (rather than intersection); referring to interlacing power relations, subordination and resistance, with active subjects as the focus of analyses. Anthias (2002: 501) discusses identity formation among youth from migrant backgrounds using narrative as forms of social action, showing how human subjects construct themselves as social actors; as "actively participating in the very construction of subject positionalities".
Identity needs to be seen as situated in social contexts, including location and social position/positioning. Narratives of location are also narratives of "dislocation and alterity" (Anthias 2002: 499) , connecting issues of belonging to social exclusion/inclusion, as well as social mobilization and resistance. Then Rami muses on how the personal and the political can be brought together:
There is a world order in which the white man from the West is considered to be superior, the norm, the intelligent and privileged. Where the non-whites are inferior, constantly challenged, worthless and can be treated in any old way. Racist communities and discriminating structures have historically been built up, hierarchically, and must be fought The world would feel better if more people dared to speak up and risk getting crap in return. Now it was me, but more importantly white Swedes, although they were not stopped or disgraced, took responsibility for the injustice they saw and dared to confront it and take sides. Now they confronted racism head on. They saw my frustration and vulnerable position and compared it with their own. It was a fact that although citizenship, language, and my clothes were 100% Swedish, just like theirs, I was nevertheless treated differently based on appearance! You can either let it go on, shut up and pretend that 'nada' (nothing) has happened, or you confront it. Either you continue to dream of a society without racism or you rebel against it. [Quote 5]
And it is here that a vision of how another world is possible becomes articulated with a focus on solidarity and opposition to racism:
If people reacted more frequently regardless of whether they are directly exposed or not, racists might find it a little harder to be racist. Everyone can play a role whether you are a wog or a Swede. One of the companies that I traveled with during the week and who reacted at the airport, wrote a letter the day after we arrived home to tell the airline about Rami's narrative shows how the resistance to stigmatization and subordination has to be connected to a globalized discourse and practice about the siege of the Others, especially
Muslims, in times of more pronounced political concern about security, in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 incident in New York and the subsequent War on Terror. In his narrative, he intertwines thoughts on Swedishness with public political discourse that appeals to the nation's cohesion, which since the early 1990s is characterized by demands for shared cultural value systems, while differentiating between us and them in terms of culture in the labor market, the educational system, by increased segregation, etc. (Schierup and Ålund 2011) .
The discursive positioning of individuals and groups as the Others, as immigrants, occupies the center of Rami's reasoning on racialized differentiation of citizens and the need for civic resistance.
His personal narrative spills into, or rather illustrates, the complexity of activism for full citizenship; concerning the Megaphone's aims to reclaim the city/suburb, as a means of revamping the welfare regime and rescuing Swedish 'exceptionalism'. It is here that we can see an example of how his narrative reflects the wider context of "inequality, constructed in the intersection between different levels of society and subordination that occurs at the intersection of power structures, institutional practices and individual actions" (de los Reyes and Mulinari (2005: 9) . While Rami's story illustrates a personal experience it represents an activist counter narrative that speaks about how the personal becomes the political. Let us now turn to the wider political frames of these kinds of politics of belonging.
Urban justice movements
Mustafa Dikeç (2007) analyses urban rebellion in France in his book Badlands of the Republic and demonstrates that marginalized districts are increasingly considered "badlands"
in public discourse and, thereby exposed to repressive forms of state intervention.
This development is related to the increasing neoliberal orientation and "a retreat of the state from the social in the domain of urban policy" (op. Urban revolts are, he argues, "justice movements" that question spatial and social injustices embedded in wider political contexts.
Dikeç emphasizes the importance of recognizing activist groups as articulate movements aiming for deliberative dialog -often rendered invisible in public discourse, in favor of attention to the "noise" of spectacular revolts. The Megaphone is an "articulate" urban justice movement (Schierup, Ålund and Kings 2014) .
With self-understanding as part of Sweden's "new popular movement" (den nya folkrörelsen),
The Megaphone, formulates its objectives as follows: working for social justice in Sweden through organizing young people in the suburbs, in a society where everyone has equal opportunities and is included in all important political decisions; a society with collectively owned municipal services as opposed to a massive clearance sale of public property; the making of a society for all free from racism, sexism and class-oppression 5 through mobilizing the power to which repression in suburbia gives birth.
This goal condenses the introductory reflections on intersectionality as a means of analytical interconnection of subordinating power dimensions creating a fundament for resistance. In their claims for social justice, the Megaphone illustrates how politics of belonging express connection between citizenship rights, access to welfare and place struggle.
Rami's narrative illustrates how denied subjectivity can be recaptured; how solidarity is perceived and how reflexive self-awareness becomes included into politics of belonging, expressing how the personal becomes political. 
Notes

